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It is well established that smoking is bad for both your lungs and your wallet, but
could it also affect your payslip? Michelle Riordan conducts a rigorous econometric
analysis to determine the effect of smoking on one’s wage.The results show that the
price of a pack of cigarettes is not the true cost of smoking, but instead one must also
account for a considerable wage penalty.

Introduction

tobacco smoking is a topic that has generated a lot of discussion in recent decades. since
the release of the 1964 surgeon general report asserting that smoking has adverse effects
on health, causing cancers, respiratory disease etc., it has now been widely established
that smoking leads to a huge amount of pain and suffering being inflicted on smokers
themselves, those exposed to cigarette smoke, and society at large (levine et al., 1997).
while numerous price increases, anti-smoking campaigns, and policies, such as the smoking ban, have in the past reduced the number of smokers considerably, the effectiveness
of these has weakened in recent years (murphy, 2007). this study will attempt to show
the wage penalty borne by smokers, which thereby acts as a disincentive to smoke. using
a two-stage least squares estimation method, i find that current smokers are subject to
an approximate 1.95% wage penalty compared to their non-smoker counterparts.

Literature Review

a vast amount of econometric literature exists on investigating the determinants of wages,
concluding that factors such as education, experience, health, innate ability, gender, age,
and marital status all have a significant effect on an individual’s wage, most noteworthy;
angrist & Kruegar (1991), blackburn & neumark (1992), and mroz (1987). however,
in comparison, the effect of smoking on income has received relatively little attention in
the literature. the general consensus from those who have undertaken such studies is that
smoking has a statistically significant negative effect on wages. however, the magnitude
of this negative effect is subject to much discussion in the literature, with estimates of the
wage penalty borne by smokers ranging from 0.5%-24%. these studies test several hypotheses regarding this wage penalty.
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firstly, there is evidence that smokers are less productive than their non-smoker
counterparts, which may translate into lower wages. basic microeconomic theory suggests
that the wage of an individual is related to his/her marginal productivity, with a low wage
implying a lower marginal product of labour (arrow, 1973). authors such as levine,
gustafson & Velenchik (1997), Van ours (2007) and grek (2007) examine this link between productivity and smoking. they report that a smoker’s productivity may be lower
than a non-smoker for two reasons:
1.“smoking may reduce net workers’ productivity by interfering with
workers’ability to carry out manual tasks”
2.“smokers’ productivity would be lower if the act of smoking itself draws
time away from work”

therefore, all reach the conclusion that that there is a statistically significant wage differential between smokers and non-smokers, where the act of smoking is believed to reduce
an individual’s wage by way of lower productivity levels.
secondly, some studies also explore the notion that smokers tend to earn less as
smoking is adversely related to health. grossman (1972) found that wages and health are
positively related. using this fact and since smoking has clearly negative effects on an individual’s health, some authors have concluded that it may be the case that the use of tobacco has negative effects on an individuals wage (e.g. grek, 2007 & braakman, 2008).
one argument is that current smokers have significantly greater absenteeism than those
who had never smoked, with former smokers having intermediate values. they suggest
that this is because smokers on average miss 6.16 days per annum due to sickness (including smoking-related acute and chronic conditions), compared to non-smokers who miss
3.86 days of work per annum (halpern et al, 2004).
third, grafova & stafford (2009) explore whether former smokers are also subject to this wage penalty. they found statistically significant wage gaps between smokers
who would continue to smoke and three other groups: those who would later quit smoking, those who had already quit smoking and those who had never smoked. they found
that the wage penalty was the highest for those who would continue to smoke and was almost negligible for those who had already quit smoking.
finally, there may be unobserved factors related to both the decision to smoke
and lower wages. becker et al. (1988 & 1994) and munasinghe & sicherman (1999) argue
that smoking may reflect a higher time preference rate, as smoking may provide utility
today, with the adverse effects generally occurring later in life. a higher discount rate is a
key determinant of an individual’s investment in human capital and occupational choice,
where individuals who have higher discount rates tend to be less future-oriented. they
come to the conclusion that smokers are less future-oriented and are less likely to invest
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in human capital and, therefore, are more likely to select careers with lower and flatter
earnings profiles compared to non-smokers. other possible unobservables may include
preferences for work/leisure time, innate ability, intrinsic motivation, desire to succeed,
etc. therefore it is not smoking per se that is causing the lower wages but the effect of the
unobservables.
the vast majority of the studies listed above have used u.s. or eastern-european
data to test their various hypotheses. my major innovation in this study is to investigate
whether the hypothesis that smoking can reduce an individual’s wage is true for
irish/british data. since there can be vast differences between the social and cultural backgrounds of individuals from the us, eastern-europe and western-europe, it will be interesting to find whether this hypothesis also holds for irish/british data.

Econometric Model

in order to quantify the hypothesized relationship above, the following regression was estimated:
yi=β0+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3+β4X4+β5X5+β6X6+β7X7+β8X8+β9X9+ui

where:
yi=ln(wage): the log of real monthly labour income
X1=educ: the number of years of schooling the individual has
X2=total exper: the total number of years of work experience an individual has
X3=current exper: the number of years of experience an indv. has in their current job
X4=female: a dummy variable equal to 1 if the person is female
X5=marr: a dummy variable equal to 1 if the person is married
X6=age: age of the person in years
X7=smoke: a dummy variable equal to 1 if the person smokes
X8=hhsize: no. of individuals currently living in the same residence as the individual
X9=hours: usual number of hours worked per week
ui=an error term of statistical residuals

a positive effect is expected between ln(wage) and educ, totalexper, currentexper,
marr, age, and hours. conversely, a negative effect is expected between ln (wage), female, hhsize, and smoke. the inclusion of the log of wage will enable a semi-elasticity
interpretation of the coefficients, i.e. the percentage change in wage given one unit increase in the independent variable is approximately given by:
(1)
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using simple algebraic properties of the exponential and logarithmic functions, we can
find the exact percentage change in the predicted wage (wooldridge, 2009). this is given
by:
(2)

Potential Problems

it is highly likely that factors such as ability present in the error term will not be constant
across observations. Due to this likely presence of heteroscedasticity in the model, robust
standard errors will be used when estimating the model. this is because although heteroscedasticity does not cause bias or inconsistency in the ols estimators of the coefficients, homoscedasticity is required to perform the standard t and f tests. in addition,
the possible issue of endogeneity in wage equations has been highlighted in the literature
and will therefore also be an issue in this case. it is commonly thought that education is
correlated with the error term through unobserved ability, i.e. cov(xi,ui)≠0. failure to
correct for this would result in a violation of the gauss-markov zero-conditional mean
assumption leading to biased estimates, as ols would incorrectly estimate the effect of
education on an individual’s wage. if the education variable is not exogenous, griliches
(1977) proposes the use of the instrumental variable (iV) method to tackle the problems
of ability bias and endogeneity, i.e. finding a variable to instrument for education in the
regression model can rectify this problem. it can be difficult to find instruments though.
the use of an iV to estimate the return to education requires that the instrument satisfies
the instrument relevance and instrument exogeneity conditions, i.e. an iV for education
must be uncorrelated with ability (and any other unobservable factors affecting wage)
and highly correlated with education (chaung & lai, 2010). empirical studies have shown
that more siblings are associated with lower average levels of education. moreover, given
a family’s budget constraint, the greater the number of siblings there are, the smaller the
educational resources that are available to each child, leading to those in larger families
having lower average levels of education. i will therefore use the number of siblings as an
iV for the number of years of schooling an individual has, as it will be correlated with an
individual’s educational achievement but have no correlation with an individual’s ability.

Data

it was originally intended to use irish data to conduct this analysis. however, after dropping
cases with missing values, it was felt that the sample size was too small for this purpose.
to overcome this problem, this paper will use data from the year 2009 from the british
household Panel survey (bhPs), an annual survey carried out by the esrc uK longitudinal studies centre within the institute for social and economic research at the university of essex (see: http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/uisc/bhps/). for the purpose of this
paper, we will focus of those of working age, i.e. those between the ages of 16-65. after
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dropping the cases with missing values and the cases where the individual was over 65,
we arrive at a sample size of 10,344.

Results

Table 1: Summary statistics

for comparison purposes, we first estimate the econometric model specified above by
using the conventional ols method with robust standard errors, noting that these estimates will be biased as the zero-conditional mean assumption will be violated.the results
of this regression are shown in table 2. we can see that all of the coefficients have the expected effect, with all coefficients being statistically significant except for current work
experience. this is not a surprising result as we would expect an individual’s total work
experience to have a much greater effect on their wage compared to the number of years
they have been in their current job. in addition, the r2 is 0.5789, implying that the model
explains 57.89% of the variation in the dependent variable. from graph 1, we can see
that the model seems to explain average levels of income quite well. however, we can
also see that at lower income levels, there are several significant differences between the
fitted values and the actual wage of an individual.this in turn suggests that the model fails
to explain 42.11% of the variation in wages, which indicates that a significant proportion
of an individual’s wage is determined by ‘unobservables’. as already mentioned, taking
the log of the dependent variable enables a semi-elasticity interpretation of the coefficients.
most noteworthy, from table 2 we can see that if an individual smokes, on average their
wage will be approximately 11.26% lower than non-smokers. moreover, we can also see
that the most common variables used in econometric wage equations, such as education,
total work experience, gender, marital status, and age, all have signs consistent with previous empirical works.
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graph 1: fitted Values of ols regression
secondly, to overcome the endogeneity problem, a two stage least squares (2sls) regression was conducted using the number of siblings as an instrument for education. for
the 2sls estimation, the variable “current work experience” was omitted, as it was statistically insignificant at any conventional statistical significance level in the first ols estimation. not surprisingly, the r2 fell to 0.2597, implying that 25.97% of the variation in
the dependent variable is explained in the model. however, the fundamental goal of iV
estimation is to correct for any endogeneity problem so that the estimates are unbiased
and consistent and not solely to maximize the ‘goodness of fit’ (wooldridge, 2009). from
table 2, we can see that the iV estimates are of the same direction as the ols coefficients
but several of the coefficients differ greatly in both magnitude and statistical significance.
most relevant for this paper, the coefficient on smoke is still highly statistically significant
but of a much lower magnitude, with smoking reducing an individuals wage by approximately 1.95%. furthermore there are several interesting differences between the ols
and iV estimates which include:
•the coefficient on female is now only statistically significant at the 10% level,
which is quite a surprising result.
•the coefficient on current household size has become statistically insignificant.
•the iV coefficient of the return of work experience has almost tripled compared
to the ols coefficient.
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table 2: regression results

Diagnostic Checks and Testing

Heteroscedasticity
if a model is well fitted, there should be no evident pattern to the residuals plotted against
their respective fitted values (wooldridge, 2009). graph 3 plots the fitted values against
the residuals from the ols regression without robust standard errors. from this graph,
we can see that the middle section and final section of the graph is not particularly scattered and, as expected, we can conclude that heteroscedasticity will be an issue in this
model.
furthermore, to confirm the presence of heteroscedasticity in the model, a
breusch-Pagan/cook-weisberg test for heteroscedasticity was conducted. the p-value
(Prob>chi2=0.0000) confirms that heteroscedasticity will be an issue in this model. similar tests for heteroscedasticity were conducted on the ols model and iV model, both
with robust standard errors. both tests returned no evidence of heteroscedasticity, implying that the models and results presented in table 2 will be valid for statistical testing.
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graph 3: residuals vs. fitted Values from ols regression without robust se

Omitted Non-Linear Variables
to investigate whether there are any non-linear combinations of the variable not presently
in the model, which have predictive power, a heteroscedasticity-robust ramsey reset
test was conducted. a statistically significant p-value suggests that there are relevant explanatory variables omitted from the model. this test was conducted on the ols (with
robust standard errors) and iV models. the ramsey reset test returned a pvalue=0.000, implying that there are no non-linear combinations of the variable, not
presently in the model, which have predictive power.

Endogeneity
Due to the likely presence of endogeneity in the model, a Durbin-wu-hausman test for
endogeneity was conducted on the ols model. as expected, the test confirmed the presence of endogeneity. furthermore, the residuals were backed out from the ols regression and the correlation between education and the squared residuals was calculated. the
computed correlation between the two variables was -18.6. this suggests that the education variable is in fact endogenous and thus, the return to education estimated by ols
presented in table 2 will be biased and inconsistent.
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Possible Extensions
firstly, this study focuses on individuals who currently smoke. it may be of interest to explore whether those who are currently trying to quit smoking and ex-smokers are also
subject to this wage penalty. it was shown by grafova & stafford (2009) that the wage
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penalty for those who intended to quit smoking was much smaller than those who had no
intention to quit and was almost negligible for ex-smokers. Due to a lack of available data,
such a study was not possible in this analysis. secondly, it also may be instructive to add
cultural variables to the model. adding such factors will enable a better understanding of
the social and cultural background of individuals and may also act as a proxy for some of
the ‘unobservables’ currently present in the error term.

Conclusion

the central goal of this analysis was to show that a wage penalty is borne by current smokers.to achieve this, i used cross-sectional data from the bhPs. as the model suffered from
heteroscedasticity and endogeneity, a two-stage least squares method was used. as already mentioned, the possible issue of endogeneity in wage equations has been highlighted
in the literature, with education being correlated with the error term through unobserved
ability. this required the use of an iV to estimate the return to education. the number of
siblings an individual has was used as an iV as the instrument satisfies the instrument relevance and instrument exogeneity conditions. after correcting for heteroscedasticity and
endogeneity, i found that smokers suffer a wage penalty of approximately 1.95%. although
this is at the lower end of the estimates of the wage penalty borne by smokers, this study
should act as a disincentive to smoke.
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